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From the Right Side of the Cab
Mike Adams

A Once-popular Community
Center is Re-born
Over the years, the Historic
Woodland Train Depot has been
more than just a place to catch a
train. It has served as a community
gathering place for many other
activities as well. It has been a forum for speeches by politicians, an
embarkation point for sports fans,
and a place of refuge for veterans
returning from war. Early on,
reporters from the local newspaper
hung out at the depot and reported
who was coming and going and
what goods were going to particular businesses.
Now that the depot is nearing
completion, it is time to for it to
re-establish its role as a gathering
place. During the Stroll Through
History in September, I had several visitors tell me how great the
depot looked and how much work
had been done to restore it. It then
dawned on me that the Depot is
less a work in progress and more
a nearly completed project. Just
a month later, during the SVHR
Yard Sale, I noticed several people
sitting in the newly-painted waiting room chatting about trains and
other things. I could see clearly
how this building was designed to
be a community meeting place and
how it was once again serving that
purpose.
According to an article in the
History News, the magazine of the
American Association for State and

Local History, historic sites like our
depot should not just be museums
appealing “only to those with a
dedicated interest in architecture
and objects”, but rather, should
“reinvent” themselves as community centers and places for learning.
Research has shown that historic
sites that have a narrow focus are
losing visitors and funding and are
not surviving. In contrast, historic
properties that are linked to their
their community, appeal to a wide
range of interests, and work closely
with other community groups are
thriving.
Clearly, the Depot is an ideal
place for people to gather and
socialize. It has charming rooms,
a large covered arcade, and outdoor areas that would be ideal for
a picnic area. Already the Depot
is attracting people with diverse
interests. Some like historic buildings, others steam locomotives, and
others enjoy history in general. Still
others are interested in landscaping, as evidenced by our new rose
garden. The Depot can also serve as
a site for meetings, art shows and
musical performances. We are also
reaching out to other groups such
as the Boy Scouts to provide counselors for the railroad merit badge,
and considering model railroad
displays for special occasions. The
more people and groups with different interests that we can attract
to the Depot the more sustainable
the Depot will be in the long run.
The other key to sustainability

is to work with other community
groups to provide community leadership. This of course includes history related organizations like the
Yolo County Historical Society and
the Stroll Through History, but also
organizations such as the Historic
Woodland Downtown Business
Association, Yolo Arts Council, and
the Chamber of Commerce. Forging partnerships with these groups
to develop the Historic Woodland
Train Depot as a center of community activity will benefit the Sacramento Valley Historical Railways
and the larger community. With
community engagement, SVHR will
be more able to fulfill its mission
of railroad heritage education and
preservation.
The Historic Woodland Train
Depot means different things to different people. However, they have
one thing in common; they like to
spend time at the depot. Now is
the time to re-establish the depot
as a community center and expand
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its role in the community. It may
have been out of service for awhile,
but it still remains an ideal place
for community activities. Please let
us know how you want to use the
depot at www.SVHR.org.
Stroll Through History Thanks
I want to express my deepest
gratitude to the many SVHR members who worked so hard to make
this year’s depot open house during
the Stroll Through History such a
success. So many people really appreciate what you have done to restore the depot. Also special thanks
to the band Unlicensed Therapy for
playing at the depot for this event
and to Chuck Pope for displaying
his vintage cars. Thanks too to
James Barrera, the Stroll’s publicist,
for getting the depot on TV the day
before the Stroll.
Final Thanks
Finally, thanks to the Teal Bend
Golf Course and Nelson Grove in
Woodland for donating weed spray
and a sprayer to take care of the
weeds at the depot, and volunteer
John Farley for spraying the weeds.
This will save us lots of work in the
coming year!

FROM THE YARD
MASTER

BY Mike Evans
Since the last time I reported to
you, the following changes happened to our rolling stock:
All windows in former SP caboose 1156 have been installed. All
the new windows were painted. A
major leak in the roof was patched.
The running gear from former
SP 0-6-0 steam locomotive 1233 has
been greased to prevent rust. The
running gear has yet to be installed.
The parts are now in secure storage.
The top of the locomotive is now
covered for the winter. Lights were
installed to highlight the engine at
night.
Our GE 50-ton diesel locomotive
no. 50 is still not running and I have
no idea as to when it will run. We
need it to run in order to move no.

1233 sufficiently to permit installation of its running gear
Ron Burch knows a person who
is interested in restoring the speeder. Thanks to Ron Burch, Terry
Schmidt, Jim Scott and others for
their help in stabilizing our collection.

One man’s trash Is
another man’s treasure- the story of a
maintenance of way
material box

by Al Van Hoosear
Perhaps the best example of this
familiar idiom is the SP maintenance of way material box recently
donated to SVHR by Carl Martinez. A material box is the official
railroad term for a wooden 9-foot
storage bin for spikes, bolts, nails
and other maintenance-related
hardware. Typically, this box
would be located beside a section
tool house. This one was located
in Yolo, CA, and sat inside the
section tool house (speeder shed).
This particular box is only six feet
long, as opposed to the standard
length of nine feet. Mr. Martinez
explained that the bin was cut to
fit inside the section tool house.
The Yolo section tool house was
originally located next to the tracks,

across from the packing shed and
near the two-story section house.
Interestingly, both the packing shed
and section house are still extant.
Mr. Martinez remembers watching
the men routinely stocking the box
with maintenance of way hardware
that had been delivered to Yolo by
the train. The Martinez family has a
long relationship with the railroad.
Carl’s father, Joe Martinez, was the
foreman for the Yolo area from 1942
through 1958 or 1959 and lived with
his family in the little town of Yolo.
When Mr. Martinez was promoted
to track supervisor, he moved his
family to Woodland. The Martinez
family has been a long time supporter of our efforts to restore the
depot and preserve local history.
The donation of the material box
is but the latest contribution by the
Martinez family of railroad-related
artifacts, each being of significant
local importance.
The box was picked up by Richard Wheeler, Mike Adams, Pete
Zuniga, Jim Scott, Tim and Brandon
Leathers and set up beside our recently stabilized speeder shed next
to the Woodland depot. The box
was still intact, but substantial portions suffered from long exposure
to the weather and dry rot. It has
been moved again to my garage in
Davis where a long term restoration
has begun. Photo below by Al Van
Hoosear.
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(Left) The band “Unlicensed Therapy” performs under the depot arcade during the Stroll Through History in September. (Right) Marianne McClary from the TV channel 31 Good Day Sacramento show prepares to do a live feed
from the Depot to promote the Stroll Through History (both photos by Karen Van Hoosear).

Depots of the Ocean
Shore Railroad

By Bruce Eldridge
In the last issue of RailHead, I
described some of the surviving
stations of the the Ocean Shore
Railroad, which once ran along the
Pacific Ocean in two sections from
San Francisco to Santa Cruz, and
operated only from 1908 to 1921. I
covered the stations of Vallemar,
Tobin, and Montara. In this part I
will cover the stations that remain
close to Half Moon Bay. The most
northern station was North Granada. It has served many uses since
abandonment of the railroad, and
now is a closed restaurant named
The Red Ginger Tree. It stands on
Highway 1 in El Granada at the
corner of Capistrano and Avenida
Alhambra.
A second station in the same
town was about a mile further
south, and was called just Granada.
This station was moved about 2
blocks east from its original site on
Highway 1, and is now a private
home, but with the easily recognized roof and eaves of OSRR
stations.
(Right) North Granada Depot, El
Granada, CA, disguised as the Red
Ginger Restaurant (now closed).
Photo by Bruce Eldridge, May 11,
2008.

Just south of Half Moon Bay on
Higgins Canyon Road is a completely restored depot that has
been moved twice from its original
location on Kelly Steet, close to the
ocean shore. It was used as a church
building in Half Moon Bay before
being moved to Johnston Farm Historical Park, where it now serves as
a beautiful multi-purpose facility.
I saved what I consider the best
for the last. On its original site
in Half Moon Bay is the beautifully restored depot named Arleta
Park. It is a private residence, but
the owners obviously treat it with
loving care, and it remains relatively unchanged from its days as a
railroad depot. If you don’t see any
other depots in Half Moon Bay, go

see this one. It is reached by turning west on Poplar Street until you
reach Railroad Avenue. You can’t
miss it.
When I last visited it in the fall of
this year, a huge ugly framework
of boards had been erected just to
the south of the depot. The boards
marked the extent of the building. A notice afixed to the boards
announded that a hearing would
be held a week hence to approve
a building permit for a 2-1/2 story
home. Such a home would not only
be totally out-of-place for the community of Arleta Park, but it would
also dwarf this beautiful depot, and
I fear the owners would sell it. I
hope the request was refused.
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Arleta Park Station. This beautifully restored building in Half Moon Bay has been preserved vitually unchanged
from its days as a passenger depot on the Ocean Shore Railroad . This view is of the back of the station. The
tracks ran on the other side, and the traditional bay window is there also (Photo by Bruce Eldridge, 2008.

Granada Station in El Granada (left) and Kelly Street Station in Half Moon Bay (right). Both have been moved
from their original locations (Both photos by Bruce Eldridge, 2008).
The Sacramento Valley Historical Railways welcomes new member
Stephen Hjellum of Davis

